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A revolutionary way to 
transform Waste into Energy 
with zero Emission. 

What would it be like if you could simply generate energy from waste? And how would it be, if this could be 
done on zero emission and without toxic by-products like e.g. today's slags?  

With "Waste To Energy - Zero Emission Hydrogen-Generation“ we have found a solution for exactly that. 
Not just any solution, but a revolutionary one. Invented by American Nat Mundy, who, based on First-
Generation gasification plants, wanted to convert all of a community's waste into energy. The result was a 
breakthrough system that eliminates waste and generates carbon-neutral energy. 

Using our technologies, every single kind 
 of waste that can theoretically burn and 
 which is not even treated before it  
enters any of the plants, is converted 
 into energy such as electricity, hydrogen,  
water, fuel (diesel, oil) etc. 

Mr. Mundy has already realized gasification plants at 37 sites, yet. And now it's time to bring this 
revolutionary technology to Europe.

Waste To Energy - Zero Emission 
Hydrogen-Generation
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What is our today´s approach  
to waste?
The figure for the total amount of landfills in Europe is most likely 
even bigger than initially thought. With a reasonable safety level 
we can now state that Europe hosts more than 500,000 landfills. 

90% of those landfills are in reality non-sanitary landfills, 
predating the Landfill Directive (1999). In most cases nonsanitary 
landfills lack the required environmental protection technologies 
and will eventually require costly remediation. The Landfill 
Directive is therefore rather irrelevant for at least 450,000 landfills. 

Around 80% of Europe’s landfills essentially contain Urban Solid 
Waste, while only 20% are landfills containing more specific 
industrial wastes and residues. The most important difference 
between these type of landfills is that the former are typically 
publically owned, while the latter are privately owned.
Organics in Landfills decompose and produce a massive amount 
of Methane, a very potent Greenhouse Gas.  When you throw 
away 1 ton of garbage, this is the equivalent of 6,2 tons of CO2 
that goes into the Atmosphere – as Methane … 505 kg of 
municipal waste per capita were generated in the EU  
 
in 2020. 48 % of municipal waste in the EU was recycled 
(material recycling and composting) in 2020. That makes an easy 
calculation of 447,7 Mio people in the EU producing 226.088.500 
tons of municipal waste per year, of which 124.800.852 tons of 
waste are getting incinerated or dumped in landfills.  
 
We have not even started to talk about industrial  
and so-called hazardous waste and organics. The European 
Union (EUROSTATS) states in their reports that Municipal waste 
counts for about 10% of the total waste generated in the EU. 

The official figure of the EU shows a total of 2.6 Billion tons of 
waste having been generated by the 28 EU members in 2018 
(EUROSTAT - Generation of Waste by waste category, 
hazardousness and NACE Rev. 2 activity) and we know that  
we are talking about a minimum of the double of this amount  
until 2030. 

We need to rethink our strategics of how to handle this. While the 
structures of production and wasting stuff, the process of closing 
landfills, of sorting and recycling materials has changed 
extremely, we are still on the standards of 1980, if we are talking 
about what waste is. For us recyclers, burning trash to gain 
electricity is destroying opportunities. To dump it on landfills is – to 
be honest – even worse, it is nothing else than stupid. We need to 
think globally, so we’d like to introduce a different scheme;

In 2015, the USA had 71 Waste-To-Energy plants and in 2017, 
Europe had 492 of such, whereas China had 299 (2016) and 
Japan only had 380 (2019), here as a result of a lack of land to 
build Landfills. Each of these incineration lines produces a 
massive amount of harmful pollutants and the left-over slag is 
mostly that hazardous that we need to store it in deep 
underground-facilities to keep them away from us.

Nat Mundy, USA, had a slightly different approach, when he had 
invented a system that started on the basics of Gasification-Lines 
as at first, he wanted to process all the waste of a community into 
energy and then took these to a different level. He holds patents 
that searches for its kind. Together with the US-officials and some 
private corporations, Mr. Mundy already built a system of 
gasification in 37 places.
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Five imported benefits by using 
gasification for energy generation

#1 Reduced air emissions 
#2 Elimination of incineration ash such as hazardous or special wastes 
#3 Substantial reduction in material, especially municipal waste, usually placed into landfill, 
#4 Reduced emission of greenhouse gasses 
#5 Elimination of odors and fugitive materials

400 t/d rotary kiln MSW gasifier 900 t/d rotary kiln RDF gasifier 1,300 t/d rotary kiln gasifier with HTL
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Waste To Energy - Zero Emission 
Hydrogen-Generation

Achieving sustainability 
goals easily

Reducing the amount of waste going to landfill.  
Providing the option for using HTL to convert most plastic waste into ultra-low sulfur 
distillate fuels at a fraction of the energy for making them from crude oil 
Providing a clean and efficient means of generating electrical power from solid waste   
as compared to incineration.



Our three in one Solution

Just give a call or e-mail us and we will give you a deep dive into this revolutionary gasification.  
John Erik Toft   Phone +49-421-5970 7670    Mobile +49 173 678 0808    office@theknot.wtf

We provide all required insurances, licenses and even funds to build and run the lines. We offer three systems 
for setting the contracts up:  

#1 The partner with whom we start our set-up provides a long-time contract to provide the waste on a basic 
gate-fee-arrangement as per market-prices required to be processed and helps finding the ground where to 
build it. We buy the land, we build the line, we run it & we sell the energy. 

#2 Same as a but the partner has the right to purchase a percentage of it – either with the first stone or after a 
period of three years. 

#3 The partner purchases the line, and runs all by himself, we only build it and teach the referring personnel.  
 
Since December 2021, John E. Toft and Kamen Georgiev hold the exclusive contract for these plants for both 
continental Europe and continental Asia and we are proud to say that the first contracts are already signed and 
the engineers started working. 

Now, we’d like to go and push for more. There is no alternative to recycling, no alternative for circular 
economies, but for all that material that we can not handle, there is a solution, now, that does not say 
“Incineration”. This here is a chance bigger than we even had expected. This is a true solution. In all ways of 
the understanding of our discussion about waste.
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Waste To Energy - Zero Emission 
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We are open for any kind of progressive 
discussion. Let´s sit and talk.


